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Abstract

Question-Answering (QA) has seen significant
advances recently, achieving near human-level
performance over some benchmarks. However,
these advances focus on high-resourced lan-
guages such as English, while the task remains
unexplored for most other languages, mainly
due to the lack of annotated datasets. This work
presents a native QA dataset for an East African
language, Tigrinya. The dataset contains 10.6K
question-answer pairs spanning 572 paragraphs
extracted from 290 news articles on various
topics. The dataset construction method is dis-
cussed, which is applicable to constructing sim-
ilar resources for related languages. We present
comprehensive experiments and analyses of
several resource-efficient approaches to QA, in-
cluding monolingual, cross-lingual, and multi-
lingual setups, along with comparisons against
machine-translated silver data. Our strong base-
line models reach 76% in the F1 score, while
the estimated human performance is 92%, in-
dicating that the benchmark presents a good
challenge for future work. We make the dataset,
models, and leaderboard publicly available.1

1 Introduction

Question Answering (QA) and Machine Reading
Comprehension (MRC) have seen significant ad-
vances in recent years, achieving human-level per-
formance on large-scale benchmarks (Rajpurkar
et al., 2016, 2018). The main factors driving
the progress are the adaption of large pre-trained
large language models and the proliferation of QA
datasets (Rogers et al., 2022). However, most stud-
ies focus on high-resourced languages, while the
task remains unexplored for most of the World’s
diverse languages. The primary challenge for non-
English QA is the lack of native annotated datasets.
In particular, there is little to no study done on
scarcely resourced languages such as Tigrinya that

∗ Coressponding author
1 TiQuAD: https://github.com/fgaim/tiquad

Article: ◊yM §M” [The Red Sea]

Paragraph:
◊yM §M” KÔ ¿bµm bƒr§‘e° Mb” zÕw‘U
§Mr³t ‘A†m¹ ≈†t b» §M”, Ðˆm §M”, ◊yM
§M” ¼m∫‘wn Ó‘e× §M” …Ï ~ Œ¤£l sΩ d≈
¿bµm ƒb gÌ k�m² bbzJ z•bI bf‰y
d≈ t•yÁdz√m ‚”t”n z°§h‡ ŒrË≈t z√·
°ƒÅsÑn bzhbÇ ◊yM Mb” mff· ynÚ�‡~

[The Red Sea is one of the four seas in the world that are
named after common colors: the Yellow Sea, the Black Sea,
the Red Sea and the White Sea. The origin of its name is
attributed to the red color given by the poisonous bacteria,
especially the Trichodesmium Erythraeum, which breed in
large numbers during the Summer season.]

Question 1: ƒb ‘A†m knÔy bMb” zÕw‘U
§Mr³t ƒ†Ã? [How many seas in the World are named
after common colors?]
Answer: ƒr§‘e° [four]

Question 2: ƒb ‘A†m bMb” zÕw‘U §Mr³t
±e‘s? [List all the seas in the World that are named
after common colors?]
Answer: b» §M”, Ðˆm §M”, ◊yM §M” ¼m∫‘wn
Ó‘e× §M” [Yellow Sea, the Black Sea, the Red Sea and
the White Sea]

Question 3: t•yÁdz√m ‚”t”n ƒ¤Î¹y Âe²
y•bI? [In which season do the Trichodesmium Ery-
thraeum reproduce?]
Answer: k�m² [Summer]

Question 4: t•yÁdz√m ‚”t”n …n³y Mb”
yh¥? [What is the color of Trichodesmium Erythraeum?]
Answer: ◊yM [red]

Figure 1: Example entry from TiQuAD: A paragraph
as context and the corresponding annotated question-
answer pairs. Some context was redacted for brevity.

are markedly different from English in terms of
linguistic properties including syntax, morphology,
and typography.

This work presents TiQuAD, the first pub-
licly available Question-Answering Dataset for
Tigrinya; see Figure 1 for an example entry. We
collaborate with native Tigrinya speakers to collect
documents and annotate the dataset, yielding a total
of 10.6K question-answer pairs with 6.5K unique
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questions over 572 paragraphs gathered from 290
news articles.

We assess the quality of annotations and explore
strong baselines by fine-tuning TiRoBERTa and
TiELECTRA (Gaim et al., 2021) as monolingual
models of Tigrinya and XLM-R (Conneau et al.,
2020) and AfriBERTa (Ogueji et al., 2021) as rep-
resentative multilingual models. In addition to the
monolingual QA setup, we perform three scenar-
ios of cross-lingual and multilingual experiments.
First, we translate SQuAD1.1 to Tigrinya and eval-
uate the performance in conjunction with the na-
tive TiQuAD. Second, we assess a zero-shot cross-
lingual transfer learning approach (Artetxe et al.,
2020; Lewis et al., 2020) by evaluating on the new
dataset. Third, we explore the performance of a
multilingual setup by jointly fine-tuning the models
on English and Tigrinya datasets. The experimen-
tal settings are depicted in Figure 2. The best-
performing baseline model achieves up to 76% in
F1 score in the multilingual setup, while the esti-
mated human performance is 92%. Considering
the challenges of constructing annotated datasets
for under-represented languages, we believe this
work could serve as a reference case for similar
languages. In particular, the TiQuAD benchmark
is an important milestone in the advancement of
question-answering for the Tigrinya language.

The contributions of this work are summa-
rized as follows: (1) We build the first question-
answering dataset for Tigrinya and make it publicly
available. (2) We present an in-depth analysis of the
challenges of question answering in Tigrinya based
on the dataset. (3) We apply transformer-based
language models to the question-answering task
in Tigrinya and compare it with datasets of other
languages. (4) We investigate various resource-
efficient cross-lingual and multilingual approaches
to QA and assess the utility of the native dataset.

2 Related Work

2.1 Tigrinya Language

Tigrinya (ISOv3: tir) is a Semitic language, part
of the Afro-Asiatic family with over 10 million
native speakers in the East African regions of Er-
itrea and Northern Ethiopia. Tigrinya is closely
related to Amharic and Tigre languages that are
also spoken in similar regions and share the same
ancestor, the now extinct Ge’ez language. In recent
years, there is a growing research body and interest
in Tigrinya. Gasser (2011) developed HornMorph,

a morphological analysis and generation frame-
work for Tigrinya, Amharic, and Oromo by em-
ploying Finite State Transducers (FSTs). Later,
Tedla and Yamamoto (2018) employed a man-
ually constructed dataset to train a Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) model for morphological
segmentation in Tigrinya. Osman and Mikami
(2012) proposed a rule-based stemmer for a Lucene
based Tigrinya information retrieval. Tedla et al.
(2016) presented a part-of-speech (POS) corpus for
Tigrinya with over 72K annotated tokens across
4.6K sentences. A few studies explored statistical
and neural machine translation, between English
and Tigrinya, by exploiting morphological segmen-
tation (Tedla and Yamamoto, 2016; Gaim, 2017;
Tedla and Yamamoto, 2018) and data augmenta-
tion via back-translation (Öktem et al., 2020; Ki-
dane et al., 2021). More recent studies applied pre-
trained language models to various downstream
tasks such as part-of-speech tagging, sentiment
analysis, and named entity recognition (Tela et al.,
2020; Gaim et al., 2021; Yohannes and Amagasa,
2022). Moreover, Gaim et al. (2022) presented a
dataset and method for the automatic identification
of five typologically related East African languages
that include Tigrinya. However, despite the recent
progress, Tigrinya still lacks basic computational
resources for most downstream tasks with very lim-
ited availability of annotated datasets.

2.2 Question-Answering beyond English

Native reading comprehension datasets beyond
the English language are relatively rare. Efforts
have been made to build MRC datasets in Chi-
nese, French, German, and Korean, among others,
all of which are designed following the formula-
tion of SQuAD. The SberQuAD dataset (Efimov
et al., 2020) is a Russian native reading compre-
hension dataset made up of 50K samples. The
CMRC 2018 (Cui et al., 2019) dataset is a Chinese
reading comprehension dataset that gathers 20K
question and answer pairs. The KorQuAD dataset
(Lim et al., 2019) is a Korean native reading com-
prehension dataset containing 70K samples. On the
end of low-resourced languages, Mozannar et al.
(2019) developed ARCD for Arabic with 1.3K sam-
ples. Keren and Levy (2021) presented ParaShoot,
a reading comprehension dataset for Hebrew with a
size of 3.8K question-answer pairs. More recently,
Kazemi et al. (2022) built PersianQuAD, a native
MRC dataset for Persian with over 20K samples.
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Cross-lingual Question Answering Language-
specific datasets are costly and challenging to build,
and one alternative is to develop cross-lingual mod-
els that can transfer to a target without requiring
training data in that language (Lewis et al., 2020).
It has been shown that unsupervised multilingual
models generalize well in a zero-shot cross-lingual
setting (Artetxe et al., 2020). For this reason, cross-
lingual question answering has recently gained
traction with the availability of a few benchmarks.
Artetxe et al. (2020) built XQuAD by translating
1190 question-answer pairs from the SQuAD1.1
development set by professional translators into ten
other languages.

Multilingual Question Answering The MLQA
dataset (Lewis et al., 2020) consists of over 12K
question and answer samples in English and 5000
samples in six other languages such as Arabic, Ger-
man and Spanish. More recently, Clark et al. (2020)
presented TyDiQA, a dataset particularly designed
to address information-seeking and natural ques-
tions covering 11 typologically diverse languages
with a total of 204K samples. Longpre et al. (2021)
presented an open domain dataset comprising 10K
question-answer pairs aligned across 26 typologi-
cally diverse languages, yielding a total of 260K
samples. Hu et al. (2020) presented XTREME,
a multi-task benchmark for nine prominent NLP
tasks including question-answering across 40 lan-
guages. Ruder et al. (2021) further extended the
benchmark to XTREME-R, covering ten tasks
across 50 typologically diverse languages. Xue
et al. (2021) proposed a large multilingual pre-
trained model that handles 101 languages. Note
that none of the aforementioned datasets and mod-
els include the Tigrinya language.

Translated QA datasets Another relatively in-
expensive alternative to building a native anno-
tated QA dataset is translating an existing English
dataset to the target language. Carrino et al. (2020)
explored this by proposing the Translate-Align-
Retrieve (TAR) method to translate the English
SQuAD1.1 dataset to Spanish. Then the resulting
dataset was used to fine-tune a multilingual model
achieving a performance of 68.1/48.3% F1/EM
on MLQA (Lewis et al., 2020) and 77.6/61.8%
F1/EM on XQuAD (Artetxe et al., 2020). Simi-
lar approaches were also adapted for the Japanese
and French languages (Asai et al., 2018; Siblini
et al., 2019), where a multilingual version of BERT

Split Articles #Parags #Qs #As

Train 205 408 4,452 4,454
Development 43 76 934 2,805
Test 42 96 1,122 3,378

Total 290 572 6,508 10,637

Table 1: Data Statistics: Articles, Paragraphs, Questions,
and Answers. The dataset is partitioned by articles.

(Devlin et al., 2019) is trained on the English
SQuAD1.1 and evaluated on the small translated
corpus, reaching promising scores of 76.7% in F1
and 61.8% in EM.

3 Dataset Annotation

TiQuAD is designed following the task formula-
tion of SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), where
each entry in the dataset is a triple consisting of a
paragraph, a question, and the corresponding an-
swer. The answer is a contiguous span of text in the
paragraph, a typical setup of extractive question-
answering.

The dataset was constructed in four stages: First,
a diverse set of articles are collected from which
we extract paragraphs that will serve as contexts.
Second, the initial question and answer pairs are
annotated for all the extracted paragraphs. Third,
additional answers are annotated for all the ques-
tions in the development and test sets. Fourth, we
post-process the annotations for quality control and
remove noisy examples. The final dataset contains
over 10.6K question-answer pairs across 572 para-
graphs. While the size is on the smaller end com-
pared to the English datasets, it reflects a realistic
amount of data that researchers of low-resourced
languages can acquire with a limited annotation
budget.2 The dataset characteristics are presented
in Table 1. In the following sections, we present
the data collection and annotation processes.

3.1 Collecting Articles

In the absence of sufficient Tigrinya content on
Wikipedia3, the Haddas Ertra4 newspaper provides
a large body of professionally edited Tigrinya text,
covering diverse domains and has been used as the
main source in previous research (Tedla et al., 2016;

2 We paid an hourly salary of 150 ERN (10.00 USD, at the
time of writing) to the annotators.

3 Tigrinya Wikipedia https://ti.wikipedia.org
4 The newspaper is made available at www.shabait.com,

the official website of the Eritrean Ministry of Information.
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Question Type Proportion Example

Which ƒÎ¶y² 31.37% ƒb ŒÂ×…³ ÂrJ 1987, �  ¹b ƒÎ¶y² Ýn³ °˜ÝÜ“?
[In the last month of 1987, which team did Moje moved to?]

How many/much knÔy 26.23% ƒb² ¼§¦ÑÄ b¼‰ bms³àn z°‘Õ‘A ½§nÑ³t knÔy …În?
[How many companies have been fined for participating in the environmental pollution?]

What €n³y 14.78% mΩtl °†n° Kmd …d”s …n³y K‰f¶t ƒ†Ç?
[What are the responsibilities of Deputy Lieutenant Hamid Idris?]

Who Œn 11.99% ÓhÑy §M” qd√ 1866 ‘A.m ms Œn ymÔ¥ º—m?
[What were sea weeds classified into before 1866?]

When ŒAs 7.60% Ån» ƒÚ•t ƒf”¡ 2015 Œ‘As °ËÊΩ?
[When did the 2015 Africa Cup of Nations end?]

Where ƒ¤y 4.82% ƒm§›Ôr ‘Aˆn √¸s°r KŒdn ƒ¤y °•Š©m?
[When did Ambassador Ali and Minister Ahmed meet?]

Why s†mn³y 1.28% g•ãyt s†mn³y …Ï °�≈]n Œ½‰fin °§y È†Ç?
[Why does graphite have a malleable and slippery character?]

How bˆŒy 1.18% …µm ¹y Ú¤n Û¥†³t ¼Œy Þ—m ¶×Ö k˜rŸ k‚‹m?
[How did the crime groups manage to steal the oil?]

Other µ‘s/‘Ù 0.75% ˜§t zÐl…Çm gn ÚnÈb ÔlÓm ¿b zÚbrÇm ¶Ú•t ƒb¶t µ‘s?
[Give examples of things that people hate but do for money?]

Table 2: Question-type distributions in the development set of TiQuAD, grouped by question words.

Gaim et al., 2021). We collected 550 Tigrinya arti-
cles from Haddas Ertra covering a wide range of
topics, including science, health, business, history,
culture, and sports, published in a period of seven
years, 2015-2021. The articles that contain at least
500 characters of plain text are kept after filtering
out images and tabular content. We split the dataset
randomly into training, development, and test sets
of 205, 43, and 42 articles, respectively.

3.2 Annotating Question-Answer Pairs

In the first round of annotation, we recruited eight
native speakers of Tigrinya [4 female, 4 male] with
ages ranging from 20 to 46. Each annotator is pre-
sented with a random paragraph from the collection
and tasked to write questions that can be explicitly
answered by a contiguous segment of text in the
provided context. The annotators were encouraged
to phrase questions in their own words instead of
copying words from the context and to highlight
the minimal span of characters that answer the re-
spective question. The annotators were asked to
spend on average one minute for each question and
answer pair. The end result of this stage is the set
of 6,674 unique questions across all documents.

3.3 Collecting Additional Answers

In the second round of annotation, we asked four of
the original annotators to provide a second answer
to questions in the development and test parts of the
dataset. Our annotation tool ensures that annotators
cannot give a second answer to the questions they
contributed already in the second stage. Finally, we
recruited two new annotators to provide a third ref-
erence answer to all the questions in the evaluation

sets. These annotators were not involved in the first
round of the annotation; with no prior exposure
to the task, they are expected to show less bias to-
wards the question formulation. We ensure that all
entries in the test and development sets have at least
three answers from different annotators, resulting
in 6,205 answers for 2,056 questions.

3.4 Post-processing Annotations
Throughout the annotation campaign, we collected
over 6,674 unique questions and 10,600 answers,
i.e., 2,056 of the questions had at least three ground-
truth answers by different annotators. From these
annotations, we discarded 166 entries (2.5%) that
either contained apparent errors, were incomplete,
unanswerable by the context, or had a wrong ques-
tion formulation such as verification (yes/no) and
cloze type. For instance, the question “]≈nÛs
³M³y ¿b ƒsŒ• ƒs³t 28 ¾‹ �°r
nX¶Ω ___ rJc tr¼b ~ [Lower Shmangus is
located about 28 km from Asmara on the ___ side.]"
is in cloze format, hence deleted. We also removed
outlier entries that had answers with more than 250
characters.

4 Dataset Analysis

To assess the quality and diversity of the dataset,
we perform various analyses of the annotations.

4.1 Question-type Analysis
We clustered all questions in the development set
into nine types using a manually curated list of
question words. As presented in Table 2, the
top three types are which [ƒÎ¶y²/ƒÎ¹y], how
many/much [knÔy], and what […n³y], accounting
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Reasoning Type Example Frequency

Synonymy

Question: ኣብ ርሳስ ዘሎ ንመጽሓፊ ዝጠቅም ማዕድን እንታይ ይበሃል?
[ What is the mineral in pencils useful for writing? ]

Context:  …ኣብ ውሽጢ ርሳስ ዝርከብ ንጽሕፈት ዝሕግዝ እምኒ ወይ ማዕድን ግራፋይት ተባሂሉ ይጽዋዕ።…
[ The stone or mineral inside a pencil that is used for writing is called graphite. ]

35.1%

World 
knowledge

Question: ግራፋይት ኣበየኖት ሃገራት ብዝያዳ ይርከብ?
[ In which countries is Graphite found? ]

Context: …ግራፋይት ኣብ መላእ ዓለም ዳርጋ ብምዕሩይ ዝርጋሐ’ዩ ዝርከብ። ብዝያዳ ግን ኣብ ቻይና፡ ህንዲ፡ ሰሜን ኮርያ፡
ሜክሲኮ፡ ብራዚል፡ ቼክ ሪፓብሊክን ቱርክን ይዝውተር።…

[ Graphite is almost evenly distributed worldwide. But it is most common in China, India, North Korea,
Mexico, Brazil, Czech Republic and Turkey. ]

11.1%

Syntactic/
Morphological 
variation

Question: ኣብ ርሳስ ዘሎ ንመጽሓፊ ዝጠቅም ማዕድን እንታይ ይበሃል?
[ What is the mineral in pencils useful for writing? ]

Context:  …ኣብ ውሽጢ ርሳስ ዝርከብ ንጽሕፈት ዝሕግዝ እምኒ ወይ ማዕድን ግራፋይት ተባሂሉ ይጽዋዕ።…
[ The stone or mineral inside a pencil that is used for writing is called graphite. ]

71.4%

Multi-sentence 
reasoning

Question: ግራፋይት ኣብ ፈኲስ ሓመድ ዝርከብ ምዃኑ እንታይ ጠባይ የስዕበሉ?
[ What characteristics does graphite inherit from existing on the surface of light soil? ]

Context: …ግራፋይት ካብ ካልኦት ዓይነታት ማዕድን ዝፈልዮ ነገር እንተሎ፡ ኣብ ተሪር እምኒ ወይ ከውሒ ኣይኮነን ዝርከብ።
ኣብ ፈኲስ ሓመድ ብቐጻላታት ተጸፍጺፉ ይርከብ። በዚ ድማ’ዩ ግራፋይት ተረዂማሽን መጭላቚን ጠባይ ዘርኢ።…
[ One thing that distinguishes graphite from other minerals is that it is not found on hard stone or rock. It is found

laid as solid layers on the surface of light soil. That’s why graphite exhibits a malleable and slippery character. ]

8.5%

Table 3: Reasoning relationships between 100 randomly selected question-answer pairs from the TiQuAD develop-
ment set. The annotated answer is underlined and the spans that correspond to the reasoning type are colored. Note
that samples can exhibit multiple reasoning types; hence the frequency is computed independently.

for≈72% of all the questions. These types of ques-
tions also make up the largest proportions in other
datasets (Keren and Levy, 2021; d’Hoffschmidt
et al., 2020). Question types that lead to named
entity answers such as who [Œn], when [ŒAs],
and where [ƒ¤y] comprise 24%. While there are
only 3.2% of the why [s†mn³y], how [bˆŒy],
and Other types, they generally necessitate more
complex reasoning and are challenging to create
during annotation.

4.2 Question-Context Lexical Overlap

The degree of lexical overlap between questions
and paragraphs might affect the difficulty of a
dataset. To assess this behavior in TiQuAD, we
analyzed 100 random samples from the develop-
ment set and assigned them to four categories
of question-context-answer linguistic relationships
proposed by Rajpurkar et al. (2016): (1) Synonymy
implies that key terms in the question are synonyms
of words in the context; (2) World knowledge im-
plies that the question requires world knowledge to
find the corresponding answer in the context; (3)
Syntactic/Morphological variation implies a differ-
ence in the structure between the question and the
answer in the context; (4) Multi-sentence reason-
ing implies that answering a question requires com-
bining knowledge from multiple sentences in the
context. We observe that syntax and morphology
variations are the most common type in TiQuAD.

The results of our findings are presented in Table 3.

4.3 Answer correctness and length

We randomly selected 100 question-answer pairs
from the validation set to assess the accuracy and
length of the answers manually. We specifically
check whether each annotated answer is correct
and has a minimal length in answering the corre-
sponding question. We observe that 74% of the
answers are accurate and with a minimum span
length, while a significant minority, 23%, contain
extra information and are longer by a factor of 1.5
on average than the desired span. Only 3% were
shorter than the optimal span length, such as partial
annotation of the answer.

4.4 Sequence Lengths

The lengths of paragraphs in TiQuAD range
between 39-278 words or 198-1264 characters.
Around 60% of the questions have 5-10 words,
but we observe some verbose examples such as ƒb
gµ≈t ff‘e∆ …g” Ô  °§‘etÓ, ƒb² ƒb
Œnß Á†¥ KlK†n Á†¥ µ¤§tn ≈M¤•Ä
s¶fl°tn ‘AÖ‘yMn z¶¤� gµm Á†¥
µ¤§tn ≈M¤•Ä s¶fl°tn ‘AÖ‘yM knÔy
Xµ³t ƒŒzÜ§? [In the men’s soccer match be-
tween Halhale College and Adikeih College of Arts
and Social Sciences, how many goals did Adikeih
College of Arts and Social Sciences score in the
match?]. The shortest questions have three words,
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for example, å— ƒ¤y tr¼b? [Where is Foro
located?]. Over 57% of the answers have three
or fewer words, but there are cases with up to 32
words that typically constitute a list of items.

4.5 Estimating Human Performance
We assess the human performance on TiQuAD’s
development and test sets, where each question has
at least three answers. In SQuAD, Rajpurkar et al.
(2016) use the second answer as the prediction
and the rest as ground truths; while in FQuAD,
d’Hoffschmidt et al. (2020) compute the average
by successively taking each of the three answers
as the prediction. For TiQuAD, the third answer
is regarded as a prediction, and it is annotated by
a control group who had no prior exposure to the
task, as elaborated in Section 3.3. We obtain scores
of 84.80% EM and 92.80% F1 in the development
set, and 82.80% EM and 92.24% F1 in the test set,
which are comparable to those of the SQuAD and
FQuAD benchmarks.

We analyzed the cases where the human anno-
tators failed to agree and observed that they are
mainly due to extra tokens in the answer spans
rather than fundamental differences. For instance,
the question ¡®n±s n˜” ƒ bknÔy °ŒrN
ƒ‰? [With how many [points] is Juventus leading
the Serie A?] has three different annotations: (1) 10
¶µ¦ [10 points]; (2) 10 ¶µ¦ flly [10 points
difference]; (3) b¹y 10 ¶µ¦ flly [with a 10
points difference], resulting in zero EM agreement.

5 Experiments

5.1 Model Training
Given a question Q and a context paragraph P from
an entry in a QA dataset, the training objective is
to predict the start and end positions of the answer
span within the paragraph. Following Devlin et al.
(2019), we set the input to the transformer model
as a concatenation of Q and P , separated by a spe-
cial delimiter token, SEP. Two linear layers, S and
E, are introduced to learn the starting and ending
positions of answer spans, respectively. Then the
probability distributions of token i being the start
or the end of an answer span with respect to all
tokens in the context can be computed as follows:

P start(i) =
exp (S · T i)∑
j=1 exp (S · T j)

, (1)

P end(i) =
exp (E · T i)∑
j=1 exp (E · T j)

, (2)

Model #L #AH Param #Langs

TiELECTRASMALL 12 4 14M 1
TiRoBERTaBASE 12 12 125M 1
AfriBERTaBASE 8 6 112M 11
XLM-RBASE 12 12 278M 100

Table 4: Models: The monolingual and multilingual pre-
trained models used in our experiments. #L, #AH, and
Param denote the number of layers, self-attention heads,
and parameters, respectively. #Langs is the number of
languages in the pre-training data. Except for XLM-R,
the other models have seen Tigrinya during pre-training.

where T is the model’s output of the context se-
quence, and T i is the hidden state of the i-th token.

The score for a candidate span (i, j) is defined
as the product of the start and end position prob-
abilities, and then the highest-scoring span where
j ≥ i is used as the final prediction.

Score(i, j) = P start(i) · P end(j). (3)

The loss function L is the sum of the negative
log-likelihoods of the ground truth start and end
positions, denoted as i∗ and j∗, respectively.

L = − logP start(i
∗)− logP end(j

∗) (4)

During training, a gradient-based optimizer min-
imizes the loss and gradually enables the model to
accurately predict the answer spans in the context.

5.2 Evaluation Metrics

We use the standard Exact Match (EM) and F1
metrics for evaluation. EM is the percentage of
predictions that exactly match the ground truth. F1
score is the average overlap between the predicted
tokens and the ground truth, hence rewards partial
matches. For both metrics, when there are multiple
ground truth answers for a given question in the
test set, the final score represents the highest over-
lap between the prediction and all the reference
answers. To improve the robustness of the evalua-
tion, SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) removes the
English punctuation and articles before computing
the scores. Other non-English datasets have also
adapted the metrics (d’Hoffschmidt et al., 2020;
Möller et al., 2021). In the case of TiQuAD, we
remove Tigrinya’s articles, common functional to-
kens, and the punctuation set of its writing system,
the Ge’ez Script (Gaim et al., 2022).
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Figure 2: Experimental Setups: Native, Translated, Cross-lingual, and Multilingual Question-Answering settings. T:
the native TiQuAD; T’SQuAD: SQuAD1.1 translated to Tigrinya; and E: the English SQuAD1.1.

5.3 Experimental setup

We designed six experimental configurations and
evaluated each on four models of varying sizes,
ranging from 14 to 278 million parameters. Details
of the models are presented in Table 4. The experi-
ments can be grouped into three setups, based on
the language of the training data: (1) Monolingual
setting: We train and evaluate models using the na-
tive and machine translated datasets, separately and
in combination; (2) Zero-shot cross-lingual setting:
We investigate transfer learning by training mod-
els on an English dataset and evaluating them on
Tigrinya – treating QA as a language-independent
task; and (3) Multilingual setting: We investigate
models trained on combined Tigrinya and English
QA datasets and evaluated in a native setup. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the experimental settings.

In all experiments, we use AdamW (Loshchilov
and Hutter, 2019) as the optimizer with the weight
decay parameter set to 0.01 and a learning rate of
3e−5. We set the mini-batch size to 16 and fine-
tune for 3 epochs, except in the Native settings,
where only the small native dataset is used, the
batch size and number of epochs are set to 8 and 5,
respectively. In the settings where only the small
native dataset is used for training, we use a mini-
batch size of 8 and fine-tune for 5 epochs; in all
other settings, the batch size and the number of
epochs are set to 16 and 3, respectively. The exper-
iments were implemented using the HuggingFace
Transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020) and ran on
a single NVIDIA V100 GPU.

Translation of English dataset For the experi-
ments, we machine translated the training part of
SQuAD v1.1 to Tigrinya. The positional informa-
tion of the answer spans needs to be computed as
it is generally lost during translation, making it dif-
ficult to retain the original data size. As a remedy,

TiQuAD-dev TiQuAD-test
Model EM F1 EM F1

Human Performance 84.80 92.80 82.71 92.24

Translated
TiELECTRASMALL 38.54 46.04 39.25 48.36
TiRoBERTaBASE 48.50 56.39 48.17 58.81
AfriBERTaBASE 40.36 48.72 40.68 52.96
XLM-RBASE 51.71 59.64 53.17 62.61

Native
TiELECTRASMALL 36.19 43.06 28.81 37.00
TiRoBERTaBASE 56.21 64.36 53.08 61.82
AfriBERTaBASE 38.01 44.85 35.06 44.24
XLM-RBASE 56.53 65.37 55.75 65.49

Translated + Native
TiELECTRASMALL 46.36 53.60 47.46 56.64
TiRoBERTaBASE 62.42 70.12 62.18 70.42
AfriBERTaBASE 52.68 59.38 47.37 58.35
XLM-RBASE 61.99 70.44 64.76 73.53

Table 5: Performance of models in the Monolingual
setups, evaluated on the development and test sets of
TiQuAD. The models were trained on TiQuAD (Native)
and machine translated SQuAD (Translated).

we applied two machine translation services5 and
aggregated the aligned entries, while discarding
the spurious ones. This resulted in 46.7K question-
answer pairs that we use for model training in our
experiments.

6 Results and Discussions

In this section, we present and discuss the results
of the proposed experimental setups.

6.1 End-to-end Tigrinya QA

In this setup, we train all models on the native and
translated Tigrinya datasets then evaluate on the
TiQuAD development and test sets. The experi-
mental results are presented in Table 5.

5 Bing Translator API; Google Translate API
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Figure 3: Performance of models with respect to the
training data size in the monolingual setup. Evaluated
on TiQuAD test set. The x-axis indicates the portion of
the training dataset used with an increment of 10%.

Native vs. Translated QA Datasets For models
TiRoBERTaBASE and XLM-RBASE, we observe sig-
nificant gains when training on the native dataset
over the translated one, despite the latter being 10
times larger. The performance of TiRoBERTaBASE
increases by 5 and 3 points in EM and F1 scores
on the test set, respectively. However, we observe
that the smaller models TiELECTRASMALL and
AfriBERTaBASE perform better when trained on
the translated data than on the native one. More
consistent performance benefits are observed in all
models when the two datasets are combined. For
instance, TiRoBERTaBASE gains up to 10 points in
EM and F1 than when it is trained on the datasets
separately. Overall, our experiments show: (1) A
small native dataset can make a positive impact
when augmented with larger low-quality data; (2)
Machine translated datasets are useful augmenta-
tion but can be suboptimal when used alone de-
pending on the quality; and (3) A native dataset
could be a vital resource in the evaluation process.

Monolingual vs. Multilingual QA Models
When comparing models of comparable sizes, we
observe that the monolingual models achieve better
performance than their multilingual counterparts.
As shown in Table 5, TiRoBERTaBASE is consis-
tently better than AfriRoBERTaBASE, with gains
of 6-15 points in F1 score. Conversely, the larger
multilingual model, XLM-RBASE, outperformed
all models despite not being exposed to Tigrinya
during its pre-training. While TiELECTRASMALL
trailed in performance in all settings, confirming
the impact of model size on the QA task.

TiQuAD-Dev TiQuAD-Test
Model EM F1 EM F1

Human Performance 84.80 92.80 82.71 92.24

SQuAD
TiELECTRASMALL 09.85 20.91 09.81 20.41
TiRoBERTaBASE 10.71 20.88 10.88 20.69
AfriBERTaBASE 20.24 32.05 20.52 32.95
XLM-RBASE 17.99 27.81 22.66 34.44

SQuAD + Translated
TiELECTRASMALL 37.69 46.06 39.07 49.07
TiRoBERTaBASE 51.28 59.25 51.12 60.75
AfriBERTaBASE 44.33 51.43 45.58 56.36
XLM-RBASE 52.89 61.06 57.36 66.37

SQuAD + Native
TiELECTRASMALL 33.73 41.51 32.74 40.53
TiRoBERTaBASE 57.07 65.75 59.05 67.30
AfriBERTaBASE 51.93 59.66 51.38 62.13
XLM-RBASE 62.42 69.95 63.07 71.76

SQuAD + Translated + Native
TiELECTRASMALL 45.72 53.40 47.73 57.10
TiRoBERTaBASE 65.20 71.88 62.53 71.08
AfriBERTaBASE 51.93 59.47 53.26 63.22
XLM-RBASE 64.78 72.80 68.06 76.58

Table 6: Performance of the Zero-shot Cross-lingual
transfer and Multilingual setups on the development and
test sets of TiQuAD. The models were trained on the
English SQuAD, TiQuAD (Native), machine translated
SQuAD (Translated), and their combination.

Training Sample Efficiency To assess
the impact of data size, we fine-tuned the
TiRoBERTaBASE and XLM-RBASE models on sub-
sets of the TiQuAD train set gradually increased by
10% of randomly selected samples and evaluated
every step on the test set. We observe a promising
trajectory where the models do not show signs of
saturation and can potentially benefit from a larger
dataset. The progress in F1 score performance
is depicted in Figure 3, and a similar trend was
observed for the EM score.

6.2 Zero-shot Cross-lingual QA

We investigate the transferability of QA models in
a zero-shot setting by training on the high-resource
language English and evaluate them on Tigrinya.
The multilingual models, AfriBERTaBASE and
XLM-RBASE, trained on the English SQuAD1.1
achieve 32-34% in F1 score on the TiQuAD test
set and outperform their monolingual counterparts.
While the models show promising results in trans-
ferring the task between two linguistically distant
languages, those trained on the small native dataset
remain vastly superior. Table 6 presents the results
of the cross-lingual and multilingual experiments.
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6.3 Multilingual QA
In this setup, we train the models on combined
English and Tigrinya training datasets, exposing
the models to both languages, then evaluate on the
native TiQuAD. We observe a consistent improve-
ment in performance across all models in contrast
to the previous setups. For instance, XLM-RBASE
in the multilingual setup obtains an increase of over
three points in F1 score, setting the state-of-the-art
on the TiQuAD test set at 68.06% EM and 76.58%
F1 score. Our experiments show that the transfer
of models from high to low resourced languages
is a viable approach to mitigate the scarcity of an-
notated datasets. In our case, the benefit emerges
when the native and translated Tigrinya datasets are
combined with their English counterpart.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we presented the Tigrinya Question
Answering Dataset (TiQuAD). The context para-
graphs were collected from high-quality News ar-
ticles of diverse genres, and we collaborated with
native speakers to annotate over 6.5K unique ques-
tions and 10.6K answers. The development and
test sets were further enriched with additional an-
swers to enable a robust evaluation. We conducted
comprehensive experiments in monolingual, cross-
lingual, and multilingual settings. The estimated
human performance on the test set is 81.3% EM
and 92.1% F1 score, while the top performing
model achieves 68.06% EM and 76.58% F1, leav-
ing a room for future improvements.

Limitations

There are two known limitations of the SQuAD-
like annotation approach we used in this work: (1)
It can result in higher lexical-overlap between the
context and question pairs. (2) It leads to pro-
portionally fewer truly information-seeking ques-
tions (Gururangan et al., 2018; Kaushik and Lipton,
2018). The main reason is that the annotators create
questions after reading a paragraph, which can in-
duce bias towards recycling words and phrases ob-
served in the context. Our annotation guidelines ad-
vise against this, but it is difficult to avoid entirely.
Several approaches have been proposed to mitigate
this issue, such as Natural Questions (Kwiatkowski
et al., 2019) and TyDiQA (Clark et al., 2020). How-
ever, they tend to be expensive, and comparatively,
the SQuAD-like method is resource efficient and
a more suitable starting point for low-resourced

languages such as Tigrinya. Finally, the current
dataset does not include adversarial examples to
measure the capability of models to abstain from
providing an answer when it does not exist in the
context; this extension is left for future work.
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This research adheres to the academic and pro-
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annotation task was approved by the Institutional
Review Board (IRB)6. All the data collection and
annotation procedures were conducted with respect
and the informed consent of the participants, and
best effort was made to ensure their privacy and
autonomy. All participants of annotation tasks indi-
cated their understanding of the procedure for the
annotation and acknowledged their agreement to
participate. The data sources are published News
articles, and for our dataset, we have made an ef-
fort to ensure that (1) no personally identifying
sensitive information is included, and (2) there ex-
ists a fair representation of various genres of news.
Furthermore, we ensure that the dataset is avail-
able for public use. There may exist inaccuracies
or inconsistencies in the questions or answers that
could be misleading or ambiguous, potentially due
to mistakes and subjective decisions made by the
annotators. Furthermore, a bias in the dataset could
lead to wrong answers or answers that are only
applicable to specific groups of people. We have
made the best effort to avoid such issues, but these
types of limitations are difficult to detect and re-
move entirely and potentially present in all similar
datasets. The dataset and models released in this
work are for research purposes only and may not
be suitable for production services without further
scrutiny.
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